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Letter to "My darling children" from Daddy [Arthur Murray Cooper], 27 Jan 

1924 (CR4356/1/225). 

To see in the New Year, our first Document of the Month 2021 is a beautiful 

letter, written in 1923, from Arthur Murray Cooper to his children, Doreen, 

George and Joyce. Doreen would later become well known for her wartime 

diaries that she wrote to her husband, RAF pilot Gilbert Francis Moncreiff 

Wright, after he was shot down over France in 1940. Writing from Ceylon (now 

Sri Lanka) where he worked as a tea planter, Arthur Cooper begins the letter by 

sending thanks for his Christmas presents, a blotter and telephone book, 

before commenting on recent festivities “You seemed to have enjoyed 

yourselves at Christmas and New Year….in spite of chocolate & of the 

unwholesome food Joyce managed not to be ill!”.  

The letter then takes a loving and light-hearted turn as Arthur addresses 

Doreen and George individually, commenting on Doreen’s “distinctly good” 

sketching skills before turning to his son George and declaring him an 

“impertinent scoundrel” for saying he got his bad writing from his father and 

bad spelling from his mother. He also calls George a “careless one” for losing 

his pocket money, which Arthur playfully warns he should stop giving him, 

remarking that “With nothing to lose you cannot lose much”. He then goes on 

to detail activities in Ceylon, where he resides with his wife and youngest 

daughter, Zöe. Arthur recounts playing in tennis tournaments alongside the 

Baynham’s and his pursuit of a large fish in a local pool, which he did not 

manage to catch, but used the anecdote as an opportunity to deliver a 

poignant message about ambition to start the New Year.  
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“Fishing wouldn’t be much good sport if 

it were easy to catch them. Most things 

that are difficult to do are worth doing 

and that which is hard of attainment is nearly 

always desirable. Let your ambition 

be to achieve something which you think 

to be beyond you. Even if your 

ambition is not fulfilled you will 

have lost nothing in the endeavour 

to attain it- so be it than the 

endeavours were well & truly made.” 
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